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Preface 

Technological development proceeds fastest where pressures are highest. Cold 

climate technology is confronted by challenges that demand a focus on user and 

stakeholder needs, efficiency in operations, and tackling problems unique to 

harsh environments. In addition, both development and final solutions for cold 

climates have to address challenges that are difficult to tract even on their own, 

e.g. sparse population. We have witnessed an increase in commercial activity in 

the North in recent years that has been confronted by unnecessary costs, delays 

or obstacles, pushing technological advancement and the development of a 

workforce skilled in cold climate technology. When I look at cold climate 

technology as technology developed for extreme users, I am confident that 

lessons learned will prove beneficial even in the mainstream. 

The International Conference on Cold Climate Technology (ICCCT) 2014 provides 

a forum for exchange between research and development and users. It was 

initiated through the ColdTech project under the NORDSATSING program of the 

Research Council of Norway (project 195153). This is the collection of abstracts 

of the first conference, held in Narvik from 26 to 28 May 2014. Narvik is home to 

R&D institute Norut Narvik and Narvik University College, providing the premier 

center for cold climate technology research, development and education in 

northern Norway. I would like to thank the user partners of ColdTech over the 

years for their advice, oversight, and financial support: Shell, Total E&P, Det 

norske oljeselskap, North Energy, Statkraft, Nordkraft, Hammerfest Energi, DAPA 

AS, B&E Senteret, IKM DSC Engineering, Multiconsult, and Maritimt Forum Nord. 

Narvik is known for its iron ore port, access to a wide spectrum of outdoor 

activities, and spectacular scenery. I hope ICCCT 2014 and your visit to Narvik 

will be inspiring and enjoyable.  

Welcome to ICCCT 2014 in Narvik, Norway. 

 

Chris Petrich 

Chairman of the ICCCT 2014 Local Organizing Committee 
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Keynote Presentations 

Considering Regionally Specific Challenges in the Barents Sea 

Knut Aaneland 

North Energy, Norway 

Abstract 

New challenges must be addressed as we move northward in the Barents Sea. In 

the current public debate the Barents Sea is generally portrayed as a single 

maritime zone with Goliath representing our response to Arctic challenges. 

However, this view is misleading and there is need to for a more nuanced picture 

of the Barents Sea South in terms of safety, environmental, and operational 

challenges. While underappreciated in public discussion, it is generally 

recognized by technical experts that challenges change significantly as we move 

further north. We divide the Barents Sea South into two distinct zones. (I) The 

"coastal" Barents Sea requiring cold climate technology and winterization. (II) 

The "Arctic" Barents Sea with additional challenges of personnel transport, 

Search and Rescue, communications and navigation, environmentally safe 

operations, regulations regarding maritime operations, costs, and the need for 

collaboration. This distinction arises primarily from long distances, polar lows, 

Arctic storms, extreme icing, and risk from sea ice, icebergs and darkness. 
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Challenges Caused by Cold Climate When Designing, Constructing 
and Operating Overhead Lines 

Sonja Berlijn, Bergit Svenning 

Statnett, Norway 

Abstract 

Statnett, the Norwegian TSO is working on strengthening its transmission system 

to adapt to recent changes in the electricity flow and to allow for integration of 

renewables. At the end of 2013 Statnett owned 10 100 km of overhead lines and 

703 km of sea and land cable. The coming 10 years Statnett has plans for building 

a few 1000 km new overhead lines. During the last years more and more 

overhead lines are being build in difficult accessible high mountain areas due to 

consideration to the public. These areas have typically higher ice loads. Ice loads 

vary from area to area and from span to span. Both the higher ice loads its 

variation and the difficult accessible areas, introduces challenges during the 

design, construction and operation of overhead lines. 

During designing stage snow and ice load have to be taken into account when 

choosing insulators, conductor types and other components. Ice loads are the 

mechanical dimensioning load case for overhead lines towers. 

Building overhead lines in remote and high mountain areas introduces also new 

challenges, such as weather restrictions for helicopter use and casting of concrete 

needed for the foundations. However, it also gives new opportunities such as 

winter roads. 

Operation of overhead lines in cold climate areas can be challenging when for 

instance the snow and ice on the conductors need to be removed manually. In 

winter time high electrical loads are not uncommon and in case an outage occurs, 

it might take a long time to get it repaired. So these type of outages can have large 

consequences. 

This presentation will focus on the challenges related to cold climate will present 

some of Statnett's finished and on-going R&D projects regarding cold climate. 
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Smart Gas Detection and Ventilation System for Enclosed 
Offshore Structures 

Qusai Al-Hamdan¹, Mohamad Y. Mustafa², Mohammad Awad³, Bjørn Reidar 
Sørensen² 

1University of the Highlands & Islands, Perth College, United Kingdom, 2Narvik University 
College, Norway, 3Reliance way establishment, Jordan 

Abstract 

Detection of toxic gases on enclosed structures is very crucial to safety. Hence, to 

maintain safe and secure environment for work force on offshore enclosed 

structures, it is very important to detect such gases and take proper measures to 

warn and evacuate personnel and actively ventilate the work place.  

A gas detection system should be primarily designed to save the lives of workers 

by warning them of excessive toxic gas concentrations, such as H2S, in the 

workplace and to initiate emergency procedures and precautions (Riddle, 2009). 

However, under cold climate conditions it is expected that the response of 

humans to hazards will be slower. At the same time, the characteristics of matter 

change under cold conditions, which could make it more difficult to get rid of the 

toxic gas, relying on natural ventilation only. Furthermore, the response of the 

detection system can also get slackened due to low temperatures, which makes it 

necessary to design a robust system which can take all these issues into 

consideration.  

Currently, the use of personal/disposable portable detectors and hand-held 

portables, in combination with fixed gas detectors are providing better site-wide 

safety, however dynamic action to purge the work space and make it safe for 

work again requires further action, which can take time and hence make the 

hazardous situation riskier. An automated and smart ventilation system will be 

ideal for rending the enclosed area safe for operations. 

In this work, a smart ventilation system incorporating toxic gas sensors, active 

and passive ventilation systems and computerized ventilation management 

system are described. This work forms a proposal for further work in the area of 

ventilation.  
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Wind 

Assessment of Wind Induced Hazards on Winterized Offshore 
Structures 

Albara Mustafa, Wei Solvang, Eric Dykes, Mohamad Y. Mustafa 

Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

Porous panels are usually used for winterization applications on offshore 

structures, such as oil platforms, in northern regions. They function as weather 

shelters to provide a safe working environment for the workforce and at the 

same time they are designed to maintain enough ventilation and visibility. Due to 

the harsh environment in the northern seas and the existence of strong wind and 

sea spray under sub-zero temperatures, considerable hazards to occupational 

safety and health (OSH) can occur. Among other things, accretion of sea spray ice 

or atmospheric ice can block the perforations of the shelter panels and reduce 

natural ventilation below the prescribed safety limits. This can also hinder 

visibility within the enclosed structure and, consequently, create an accident 

prone. The weight of ice on the structure can also generate added load which can 

lead to fatal consequences if it exceeds the designed loading conditions. 

The blowing wind can also create other sources of hazard due to noise, which can 

exist due to the vibration of the structural components themselves, or as a result 

of fluctuations in air pressure as it passes through the panel. Higher noise levels 

can be very harmful to personnel as they can cause permanent loss or partial 

impairment of hearing and can reduce communication, which can also create an 

accident prone environment. Furthermore, the blowing wind can create wind 

loading on the structure due to the existence of wind shelters, which increase the 

area of the structure exposed to wind. This can create instability in the structure 

which can possibly lead to unsafe conditions. 

In this work, an assessment of wind induced health and safety hazards on 

winterized offshore structures is undertaken. Health and safety hazards are 

identified on the basis of sound theoretical understanding of the various 

phenomena taking place at such structures; hence, worst-case scenarios of the 

probable hazards are predicted. The final aim of this work is to aid proper risk 

assessment of the potential hazards, which provides the ability to devise passive 

and active protection measures which can reduce the effects of a catastrophic 

event. 
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Design of a Field Experimental Set-up for the Investigation of 
Wind Shielding Performance of Porous Panel Geometries 

Mohamad Y. Mustafa, Per-Arne Sundsbø, Yizhong Xu, Geanette Polanco 

Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

Porous panels are frequently used for winterisation applications on onshore and 

offshore structures. Their main function is to provide a shelter area behind the 

fence, through the control of air velocity and flow structures. In such 

constructions, there is usually a trade-off between natural ventilation and 

weather protection. The penetrating airflow through the apertures of the fence is 

highly turbulent and its aerodynamic behavior is affected by the geometrical 

form of the porous structure. Consequently, it is a challenge to find an analytical 

solution for the turbulent phenomenon, which results in limited ability to 

numerically model the flow structures. This implies that the most convenient 

approach to determine flow characteristics is through physical experiments. 

Most previous research is based on model scaled experiments, usually in wind 

tunnels, that suffer from scaling uncertainties and rough assumptions, while 

most of those studies show wind load reduction only as a function of porosity [1]. 

Nevertheless, there is very limited empirical data available on turbulent flow 

through full scale panels used as wind breaks, which renders the need for more 

physical testing imperative. In this work, the design of a full scale experimental 

set-up for the measurement of wind flow properties through various selected 

windbreaks and panels is presented. A comprehensive discussion of the 

significant parameters to be measured and instruments needed to gather data is 

given. Full scale experimental data will serve as the basic input data for further 

activities in this research task. 



Wind 
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Analysis of Airflow Through Porous Panels and Its Application to 
Weather Shielding Structures 

Taoying Huang, Per-Arne Sundsbø, Mohamad Y. Mustafa, Yizhong Xu, Geanette 
Polanco 

Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

Thin porous panel designs as ventilation diffusers, louvers, windbreak, gratings, 

shielding designs, inlet/outlet covers, filters etc. come in innumerable shapes and 

sizes, where each design produces a distinct and unique penetrating flow pattern. 

For louvers and weather panels on enclosed and partly enclosed installations like 

rigs, vessels and shelters; the main function of the panel is to secure natural 

ventilation together with weather-protection. In general, small apertures will 

hinder the penetrating flow regardless of the aperture configuration and its 

geometric design. Increasing aperture size for a given porosity will reduce flow 

resistance and, hence, increase the penetrating flow. The primary effect of a 

windbreak fence is to reduce wind velocity. Hence, the primary parameter of 

interest is the overall flow resistance caused by the porous panel. Most practical 

fluid flow problems are related to turbulent conditions and there is no applied 

analytical method for calculating, approximating or even evaluating the flow 

resistance created from a grid submerged in a turbulent fluid flow. The most 

common methods applied to investigate the turbulent air flow through porous 

panel geometries and their interactions with the impacting airflow are full scale 

tests in close to real flow conditions, small scale experiments using full scale fluid 

properties such as scaled wind-tunnel experiments and numerical simulations. In 

this work, analysis of the air flow through selected porous panel geometries 

based on available experimental data and results from previously performed fine 

scale numerical simulations is presented. An analytical approach is adopted 

which is expected to result in developing a mathematical method for modelling 

the flow field and obtaining the fluid flow resistance through a thin porous panel 

structure that enables a pressure drop formulation representation of the flow 

resistance, which can be applicable for shielding classification purposes. Overall, 

this project aims to gain more knowledge about flow features and weather 

shielding effects produced by porous panels and thus provide possible 

suggestions for further weather shielding design.  
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Wind 

Wind Turbine’s Operation in High North 

Geanette Polanco1, Muhammad Virk1, Matthew Homola2 

1Atmospheric Icing Research Team, Narvik University College, Norway, 2Nordkraft 
Produksjon, Norway 

Abstract 

Severe cold weather conditions and the complexity of the hilly terrain in high 

north such as Northern Norway lead to the significant changes in the speed, 

direction and temperature of the blowing wind. Effective simulations of these 

difficult conditions for the wind turbine’s performance are vital in order to 

estimate the potential wind power production. This also includes the effect of 

atmospheric ice accretion on the wind turbine performance. In this research 

work, a case study has been carried out at Nyga rdsfjell wind farm using advanced 

computational fluid dynamics based numerical tools, for winter period. 

Nyga rdsfjell wind farm is located in the surroundings of Narvik (68°25′14″N 17°

33′36″E), in northern Norway. Actual meteorological weather data was taken 

from the climatology located at the wind farm. A 2-MW large wind turbine has 

been taken into consideration to study the effects of wind resource, temperature 

and atmospheric boundary layer height on its performance. These numerical 

simulations cover a wide range of scenarios that can also be compared with 

experimental data from the actual wind turbine. The resultant annual energy 

production (AEP) is also compared with the experimental data corresponding to 

the wind farm. 
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Effect of Corrugations on Flow Through Porous Baffles Used as 
Weather Shelters on Oil and Gas Platforms 

Geanette Polanco, Mohamad Y. Mustafa, Yizhong Xu 

Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

Porous panels are used as protection fences for harsh weather conditions such 

as; strong winds and snow drifting, that can be hazardous to personnel 

performing operations on offshore workplaces such as oil platforms. The main 

aim of the porous fences is to create the optimal shelter area behind such 

structures on onshore and offshore oil installations, while maintaining proper 

ventilation, visibility and stability of the structure and, at the same time, reduce 

the risks of noise, vibration and other dangers which could hamper the safety of 

personnel. Characteristics of flow through porous baffles have been the subject of 

many studies. The most commonly used baffles are of the flat type, but in order to 

improve the rigidity of the structure, corrugated panels are becoming more 

favourable due to their increased stiffness. However, the performance of those 

fences is expected to differ from flat panels due to changes in porosity and flow 

structure. This paper investigates the functional differences between flat and 

corrugated porous fences. Numerical studies using CFD techniques to examine 

the influence of corrugations on flow characteristics are implemented. 2D and 3D 

numerical comparisons provide favourable grounds for the discussion of the 

effects imposed by the angle of corrugation and depth of the panel on the 

windward and leeward flow characteristics. Stream lines and velocity coefficients 

are two characteristics of the flow, which are practical for the measurement and 

comparison of the performance of porous panels. The geometry of the corrugated 

panel, which is mainly defined by the angle and depth of corrugation and porosity 

of the panel, is reproduced in the computational model and is utilised to predict 

the velocity field. This data is then compared to real measurements obtained 

through wind tunnel experiments, to validate the numerical model. Wind tunnel 

experiments performed at NUC facilities reveal that velocity reduction for a 

corrugated fence system is considerably smaller than the corresponding velocity 

reduction for a flat fence. The simulations demonstrate the flow behaviour in the 

vicinity of the inclined sections. The results of the simulations were in good 

agreement with experimental data obtained from wind tunnel tests. 
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Numerical Modeling of Snowdrift Development Around a Porous 
Fence 

Yizhong Xu, Mohamad Y. Mustafa, Muhammad S. Virk, Geanette Polanco 

Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

In cold regions like Norway, wind driven snow can create an undesirable 

environment for human activities. Porous fence is one of effective devices to 

mitigate this kind of impact. In this paper, a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

model for snowdrift development around a porous fence is presented. On the 

basis of the homogenous two-phase theory, the flow field is predicted by solving 

the Navier-Stokes equations for transient, incompressible viscous flow, and the 

snow particles are treated as a second continuum flow phase superimposed upon 

the primary phase of air.  The particle volume fraction is predicted by solving the 

transport convection/diffusion equation. Particle suspension and saltation are 

calculated as extra source terms added to the transport equation. To form the 

deposition region of snow particles, the model introduces a new solid interface 

boundary, where control volumes fully blocked by snow particles are treated as 

solid surfaces once the deposition conditions are satisfied.  The model is able to 

demonstrate a structure of snowdrift development around a porous fence, which 

can assist in evaluating the performance of porous fences.  
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Application of Microphone Arrays for the Detection of Acoustic 
Noise in Porous Panel Shields 

Qi Gao¹, Mohamad Y. Mustafa¹, Qusai Z. Al-Hamdan², Yizhong Xu¹, Geanette 
Polanco¹, Albara Mustafa¹ 

1Narvik University College, Norway, 2University of the Highlands & Islands, Perth College, 
United Kingdom 

Abstract 

Noise and vibrations are created due to fluctuations in air pressure as it impacts 

wind shields. This noise adds to other sources of noise within the shielded 

workplace, which can be an offshore oil platform or an outdoor shielded working 

area. Any reduction in noise levels below the limits defined by health and safety 

regulations is desirable, as it improves the working conditions, reduces risk to 

personnel and enhances communication. Consequently, the target should be the 

reduction of acoustic noise hazard to the limit where the risk to hearing is 

eliminated. The first step to achieve this is the identification of acoustic noise 

sources, which is a complex task that can be achieved using a wide range of 

techniques that involve sound data acquisition, signal processing and study of 

physical construction. Sound source localization techniques fall into three 

standard categories: near-field acoustic holography, acoustic beam-forming and 

inverse methods. Selecting one method or another depends on the test object, 

nature of the sound, and the actual environment. In this paper, acoustic noise 

detection and localization in porous panel structures is investigated through 

wind tunnel tests. Various acoustic noise detection and localization techniques 

have been considered for this study. Techniques that can be used in porous panel 

wind tunnel tests have been compared, where advantages and disadvantages of 

each method were highlighted. A Beam-forming method utilizing a microphone 

array has been selected for performing experimental investigations of the 

validity of this approach due to its relative simplicity as well as its developed use 

in wind tunnel applications. This proposed work features a new possibility to 

derive the acoustic characteristics in wind tunnel test of porous panels.  
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Renewable Energy Integration in Remote Islanded Microgrids: 
Strategies and Limits 

Marc Mueller-Stoffels¹, Philip Maker² 

1Alaska Center for Energy and Power, United States, 2PowerWater Corp., Australia 

Abstract 

Remote islanded microgrids mostly generate electricity with diesel generators. 

The high cost of diesel fuel directly contributes to high cost of electricity in these 

systems. With the reduction in cost for renewable energy systems there is much 

interest in integrating these power sources into diesel systems, or in replacing 

diesel systems all together. Experience in the remote communities of Alaska and 

Australia, and elsewhere, has shown that introduction of significant contributions 

of renewable energy into diesel systems is not without problems due to the 

variability of the most common renewable energy resources (Wind and solar PV) 

and the typical operational envelope of diesel generators. The replacement of 

diesels with renewable energy systems, paired with energy storage, has its own 

issues due to limited cycle life and high cost of energy storage systems. Numerous 

strategies exist to overcome the issues of renewable energy-diesel integration 

and renewable energy-energy storage systems. We will systematically explore 

the limitations of these approaches and define system classifications based on 

our findings. We will show that increased levels of control and integration allow 

the contribution of renewable energy to be much increased and will give 

theoretical limits of renewable energy contributions under these various control 

strategies. The system hierarchy developed based on this approach is a valuable 

tool in the design and implementation of modern remote power systems for 

communities and industrial applications.  
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Evaluation of Grid-Interactive Electric Thermal Storage (GETS) 
Heaters for Islanded Renewable Energy-Diesel Microgrids in Cold 
Regions 

Richard Wies, Nicholas Janssen, Rorik Peterson 

University of Alaska Fairbanks, United States 

Abstract 

Many islanded microgrids in cold regions employ diesel-electric generators for 

their primary source of power. Renewable energy (RE) sources such as wind 

turbine generators and solar photovoltaics are integrated to supplement diesel 

electric generation while reducing fuel consumption and overall energy costs. 

Variability of the RE sources introduces system stability issues and renewable 

generation in excess of the demand during off-peak hours requires energy 

storage to improve stability and optimize energy use, respectively.  One form of 

storage applicable for RE-diesel microgrids in cold regions is electric thermal 

storage (ETS) heaters. Electric Thermal Storage (ETS) heaters store electrical 

energy in masonry bricks during off-peak hours for regular thermo-static heat 

supply in residential and industrial applications. A major challenge of putting a 

network of ETS heaters into an islanded microgrid is communication between 

the units and the power plant. One proposed solution is the use of GETS units 

(Grid-interactive Electrical Thermal Storage) which independently sense when 

the grid frequency is above 60 Hz and activate heating elements in order to 

absorb and store the surplus energy. We will investigate the results of testing one 

such ETS controller, our efforts to model a larger network of ETS heaters in a 

wind-diesel microgrid, and the effects of the ETS heaters on grid frequency, 

voltage, and system stability. Results of these studies will be presented, in 

addition to numerical heat flow results of the thermal patterns within the 

ceramic core of the ETS heater. The results demonstrate the value of the ETS 

heater technology for increasing storage potential in wind-diesel microgrids in 

conjunction with residential and industrial space heating and assisting with grid 

frequency regulation.  
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PV System in Cold Climates 

Øystein Kleven, Hanna Persson, Dilip Chithambaranadhan 

Norut Narvik, Norway 

Abstract 

It is a common misconception that Northern Scandinavia does not receive 

enough sunlight to make PV installations economically feasible. The available 

amount of solar radiation in Northern Scandinavia is in fact comparable to that in 

Central Europe. The main limitations in northern latitudes are the large annual 

variations, and the fact that the sun’s path across the sky spans over nearly 360° 

during the long summer days, when the major share of solar radiation is received. 

Consequently, it is impossible to utilize all the incoming sunlight on a fixed plane. 

This is, in combination with the relatively low price of electricity, one of the 

reasons why larger grid-connected PV systems have so far been considered 

economically unfeasible. Due to installation subsidies in Sweden, this is changing, 

but still the market is far smaller than other central European countries.  

The presentation will show that it is possible to achieve high yield even at high 

latitudes with cold climates. The main results in the presentation will come from 

two different dual-axis tracking system in Pitea  solar park. These systems have 

shown yield over 1500 kWh/kWp during 2013, which is good even from a central 

European perspective. The Pitea  solar park is a commercial system with R&D 

features. Different module and tracking technologies have been installed on this 

system to increase the knowledge of PV components under these special 

conditions.  

Experience from the systems in Pitea  will be elaborated by other PV projects in 

cold climates e.g. Narvik and Svalbard. The experience gained in relation to 

installation and operation will highlight advantages and challenges for PV 

systems in cold climates. The results from these projects also show a great 

opportunity to further optimize PV systems in cold climates.  

These examples of PV systems utilize existing PV technology in an area where PV 

installations has so far been regarded as unfeasible. However, the harsh climate 

in winter and the extreme variations in sun path in summertime put other 

demands on the system components than would be the case in e.g. southern 

Europe. One of the objectives with this work is to suggest innovative technological 
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solutions to these special requirements, and another is to analyze the 

applicability of existing simulation methods for PV system performance in 

locations with temperature and irradiance that differ significantly from STC.  

The work is aiming at promoting the growth of the Nordic PV market and 

improving the knowledge about the use of PV in cold climates and northern 

regions.  

Several challenges have been addressed and some solved through the activities 

at Norut Narvik. The final section of the presentation will address some of the 

unanswered questions still left for large scale deployment of PV systems in the 

Nordic market. Currently there are a few ongoing and upcoming project ideas 

that will address these questions.  

The installation in Pitea  was the first larger sized PV system in the region. In 

addition it is using the not so common solar tracking technology which makes it 

even more unique. The system is comprised only of commercial PV technology, 

but installed in an area with harsh climate in winter and extreme variation in the 

sun path during summer. Still the system has performed perfectly without major 

incidences for over two years with a yield comparative to southern Europe. The 

system even shows potential for major improvements which would allow for 

even better PV systems in the Nordic countries.  
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Pre-feasibility Investigation on PV/Wind Hybrid Power Systems in 
Scandinavia 

Yunfei Hu, Juan Cardenas, Hanna Persson 

Norut Narvik, Norway 

Abstract 

Solar and wind are very well complemented renewable energy resources in many 

locations. It is normally breezy when it is sunny; and windy when it is overcast. In 

terms of daily production, solar system works efficiently in the daytime and wind 

turbine works well in the night. And in seasonal base, solar panels produce their 

peak output in summer, whereas wind turbines produce more energy during 

winter. Therefore a hybrid solar/wind power system often yields greater 

economic and environmental returns than wind or solar stand-alone systems by 

themselves.  

Scandinavian region is located at high latitude and have limited solar radiation 

resource. Polar day and polar night present the thresholds of uneven distributed 

sun hours through the whole year and lead to good solar electricity in summer 

while no electricity generation in winter for a solar power system. Our study 

aims to find out if solar irradiation and wind energy have a good complemental 

property in specific regions of Scandinavian. And therefore to study if a solar/

wind hybrid power system will be more economically feasible than a stand-alone 

solar photovoltaic (PV) or wind power plant. 

Based on the meteorological data (from SMHI) from ground stations the 

complementary property between solar irradiation and wind energy in year of 

2011 has been studied in three representative cities: Visby, Kiruna and Lulea  in 

Sweden. The calculated relative standard deviation (RSD) of the energy curves 

was used as an indicator. It has shown a hybrid system improves the stability of 

the power production compared with single renewable energy system for all 

three cities.  

Economical pre-feasibility evaluation has been carried out by HOMER program. 

To simplify the case we set constant electricity demand and restriction of 

maximum 5% electricity shortage throughout the year in the simulation. The 

results showed that for stand-alone systems, a hybrid solar/wind power 

production gave much lower cost of electricity (COE) than single solar PV or wind  
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turbine for all three cities. However due to the fact that even for a hybrid system 

there is still significant uneven power generation throughout the year, it will be a 

good idea to combine the system with another diesel/gas generator, or connect it 

to the local electricity grid if it is accessible, to further reduce the electricity cost. 

This will be one of the topics for our further study.  
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Preliminary Results From 2 Years of Ice Stress Measurements in a 
Small Reservoir 

Ba rd Arntsen1, Irina Sæther1, Chris Petrich1, Ronald Andersen2, Bjørnar Sand1, 
Lennart Fransson3 

1Norut Narvik, Norway, 2Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate, Norway, 
3Luleå University of Technology, Sweden  

Abstract 

Design standards for dams in hydropower and other reservoirs require ice loads 

to be considered. Ice stress measurements were performed in a small reservoir 

(1000 m2) near Narvik, Norway in 2012/3 and 2013/4 in an effort to identify the 

signature of thermal ice stresses and distinguish them from mechanical stresses 

due, for example, to bending. Stresses observed could be related to temperature 

changes in the ice and indicated the combined action of thermal expansion and 

secondary creep. Both compressive and, to a limited extent, tensile stresses were 

recorded during warming and cooling periods, respectively. Stresses tended to 

be lowest at the periphery of the dam in 2012/13. Several events of mechanical 

loading were observed in Season 2013/14. It is concluded that current 

knowledge of ice loads in small reservoirs is limited and that several seasons of 

data are required to obtain an overview of processes, modes and magnitudes of 

loads. 
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Energy Efficient Operations in Cold Climate 

Joachim Amland, Knut Espen Solberg, Arnaud Le Breton 

DNV GL, Norway 

Abstract 

Objective 

The projects objective is to assess energy efficient cold climate operation 

assessing both design (hull and bow shape, engine configuration) and operation 

(voyage execution and maneuvering). This involves mapping of energy 

consumption at various speeds in different ice conditions in addition to the open 

water condition. In addition the project has mapped energy consumption when 

conducting ice management (flushing, getting to port, breaking channels, 

breaking heavy ice/ridges and turning). Data gathering for analysis has been 

conducted through automated image analysis combined with monitoring of ship 

power management systems. The project results enable detailed emission and 

cost estimations on operations in cold climate, as well as proving 

recommendations for energy efficient operations in cold climate 

Method 

For data gathering the vessels (KV Svalbard and KVB Triton)  were instrumented 

with cameras during the field campaign in the Barents Sea (KV Svalbard) and the 

Baltic (KVB Triton). The cameras captured images at a rate of 30 images per 

minute. These images were time stamped, converted into monochrome pictures, 

and thereafter analyzed for ice concentration. The images were mapped and 

matched with ship power monitoring data to analyze consumption and load 

variations for different ice conditions. This enabled analysis of large data volumes 

and provides a broad fact based approach to energy consumption analysis. 

Results 

(1) Design 

a. Hull shape. Analysis of the gathered dataset indicates different consumption 

patterns for ice breaker bow and bulbous bow. In smooth and consistent ice 

conditions, the vessel with an icebreaker bow, consumption per nautical mile 

decreases as speed increases. While for a vessel with ice reinforced bulbous bow, 

in consistent ice conditions, consumption increases exponentially with increased  
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speed.  

b. Engine configurations. Measurement data show extreme load variations when 

operating in inconsistent ice conditions (varying ice thickness, ridges and open 

water). Engine configurations that are suited for efficient operations despite of 

rapid and high amplitude load variations are especially suited for efficient 

operations in varying ice conditions (battery hybrid / DC grid configurations). 

Traditional diesel electric systems handle the load variations, but are not able to 

operate efficiently in varying load conditions. This also contributes to increased 

particulate matter emissions.   

(2) Operations 

a. Maneuvering. Analysis show significant variance in consumption for different 

techniques on maneuvers (Flushing, getting to port, breaking channels, breaking 

heavy ice and turning) conducted in similar ice conditions. The consumption was 

also highly linked to the operator skill level. 

b. Voyage execution. Consumption analysis shows consumption variations of 

150% in 10/10 ice at different thickness. Planning voyages when knowing the 

ships efficiency in different ice conditions can give more exact time and 

consumption estimates. Weather and icing risk must also be taken into 

consideration. 

Implications from the research are threefold:  

1. From a scientific perspective this research will enable detailed modeling of 

emissions for offshore and shipping activity in cold climate conditions. 

2. From the ship owner or charterers’ perspective this research gives more 

detailed information on increase in operational cost due to cold climate 

conditions. 

3. The research also indicates to designers and ship builders and engine 

manufactures efficiency of various designs of vessels for operating in cold climate 

conditions. 

This study shows that operating in cold climate represents a significant increase 

in emissions and operational cost, due to increased consumption. 
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First-year Ice Ridge Loads at Norströmsgrund Lighthouse 

Denise Sudom, Louis Poirier, Robert Frederking 

National Research Council Canada 

Abstract 

Although many studies have been carried out using field, laboratory and 

analytical methods, uncertainty remains in the magnitude of forces generated by 

ice ridges on offshore structures. Norstro msgrund lighthouse, located in the Bay 

of Bothnia in the Baltic Sea, is a cylindrical concrete structure with a sand filled 

caisson foundation and a waterline diameter of about 7.5 m. It was instrumented 

to measure ice forces from 1999-2000 for the LOLEIF project, and from 2001-

2003 for the STRICE project. Instrumentation included load panels around one 

half of the structure for direct measurement of ice force, a tiltmeter for 

assessment of lighthouse tilt motion, and devices to record ice thickness at the 

site.  Load panel and tilt meter data have been analysed to assess global force on 

the lighthouse during several first-year ice ridge or hummock field interaction 

events in late winter and early spring of the years 2000, 2002 and 2003. Ridges 

were encountered with maximum consolidated layer thicknesses of 1.1 to 1.5 m, 

and unconsolidated keels potentially of 8 m or greater draft. Global loads are 

calculated from the forces recorded by load panels, and are also interpreted from 

tilt data. The vertical and horizontal distribution of ice pressures is examined. 

Most previous publications have focused on the load panels, whose measurement 

area is limited by their height of 1.6 m. In the present analysis, an attempt was 

made to assess whether any keel load was measured by the tiltmeter. The forces 

generated by ridged ice are also compared to those from the surrounding level 

ice. The methods of the ISO 19906 Standard are applied to predict ice force using 

the geometry and assumed properties of ridges at Norstro msgrund. These force 

predictions are compared to the actual measurements, and reasons for 

discrepancies discussed. The variability in force estimates is examined with 

reference to the range of possible values for the assumed parameters, including 

thickness and strength of the consolidated layer, and porosity and cohesion of 

the keel rubble. 
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Numerical Simulation of Level Ice Loads on Norströmsgrund 
Lighthouse 

Bjørnar Sand¹, Lennart Fransson² 

1Norut Narvik, Norway, 2Luleå University of Technology, Sweden 

Abstract 

Level ice loads acting on Norstro msgrund lighthouse are simulated by using the 

commercial finite element code LS-Dyna. For modelling the constitutive behavior 

of level ice, a Cohesive Zone Element formulation for modelling the tensile 

behaviour and fracture ice is combined with an elasto-plastic/Continuum 

Damage Mechanics formulation based on Hills yield criterion to model the 

compressive behaviour. Earlier work has shown that a Cohesive Zone Element 

formulation is highly dependent on the finite element mesh size, and is therefore 

not straight forward to calibrate this model. To remedy this mesh size 

dependency, a method for calibration of the Cohesive Zone Element formulation 

based on a fracture energy concept is developed. These material models are 

calibrated to ice data for the sea of Bothnia and are used for simulation of level 

ice interaction with Nordstrømsgrunnen Lighthouse.    

The constitutive models for ice are employed for simulation of level ice 

interaction with the Swedish lighthouse Norstro msgrund in the Gulf of Bothnia. 

In the EU-project LOLEIF (1998-2000) ice pressures were measured on 9 of 

totally 20 segments around the perimeter of the lighthouse. Much information 

and important results from these measurements have been published earlier 

(www.hydromod.de/loleif). In this study the ice crushing event 0303_022 was 

chosen to be simulated because the interacting ice thickness was fairly constant 

with a mean ice thickness of 0.26 m. Fransson et al. have earlier described this 

event. It has been developed a spring-dashpot model to account for the weight, 

buoyancy and drag acting on ice sheet/ice blocks during ice-structure interaction. 

This model is implemented into LS-DYNA. Preliminary results has shown that 

this spring-dashpot model in in combination with the Cohesive Zone Element 

formulation used for simulating ice structure interaction is numerical stable and  

is more computational efficient compared to the FSI routine which is a part of the 

FEM software LS-DYNA.   

The numerical results indicate that the proposed numerical method captures  
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many of the qualitative observation as well as quantitatively results with respect 

to global ice loads and failure mode for the selected ice loading event for 

Nordtrømsgrunnen lighthouse. Future analysis should include additional 

validation to variations in ice thickness and drift speed.  
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Structure and Internal Properties of Brash Ice Covered Ship 
Channels 

Victoria Bonath 

Luleå University of Technology, Sweden 

Abstract 

Brash ice covered ship channels are one of the major challenges for merchant 

vessels during winter navigation. At the same time the maneuvering abilities in 

brash ice channels are used as a measure for assigning vessels to different ice 

classes. High loads are exerted on vessels for mainly two reasons: A consolidated 

layer has to be broken and the blocks are moved sideways at the same time. The 

vessel has to overcome frictional forces at the middle section of the hull from ice 

block pile-ups along the edges of the channel. Brash ice parameters used in 

formulations to determine brash ice resistance include inner properties of brash 

ice, mechanical properties of consolidated brash ice and friction coefficients 

between ice and hull. Further the structure of brash ice in ship tracks plays a role 

on the load distribution and load magnitude on the hull of the vessel. So far 

parameters used for calculating brash ice resistance are often based on 

estimations or assumed to be equal to level ice properties.  

This work analyses and summarizes results on brash ice properties and structure 

found in literature. Recent studies on a ship track within the harbor area of Lulea  

during winter 2012/2013 are presented. A test channel was broken twice a week 

under controlled conditions and investigated weekly regarding structure and 

strength.   

Ship track geometry changes by increasing number of passages. Ice blocks that 

are pushed sideways accumulate along the channel edge and form ridges which 

exceed up to five times the level ice thickness. The middle part of the channel can 

be 1 to 3 times thicker as level ice, depending mainly on channel width and 

severity of the winter. The inclination angle of the side ridges lies typically 

between 15° and 35°, where values above 25° are most common. Macro porosity 

for brash ice has so far only been determined for material beneath the 

consolidated part. Values from earlier studies vary a lot between 0 to 36% for the 

channel and 0 to 49% for the edge ridges. Anyhow recent studies show that 

macroporosity increases up to a maximum of 25% influenced by number of break  
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ups and seasonal variations. The surface layer is most densely packed since 

interspaces between blocks are filled with frazil ice, small blocks and water 

soaked snow. Block size distribution for blocks larger than 10 cm is lognormal. 

Ice blocks up to two meter were measured, but prevailing block sizes are 

between 20 and 40 cm.  

Studies on crystal structure let refrozen brash ice be classified as mixed ice type, 

which suggests isotropic behavior. Uniaxial compressive strength from small 

scale tests was increasing from 4.3 MPa to 5.3 MPa over the season, which was in 

average somewhat lower than level ice strength. All samples failed ductile for 

testing temperature -10°C and a loading rate of 10-3 1/s. Large variations in the 

reported results may be due to the fact that the interpretation of results from 

applied test methods is highly dependent on the subjectivity of the observer.  
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Numerical Simulations of Punch Shear Test on Ice Rubble Using a 
Continuous Surface Cap Model 

Aniket Patil¹, Bjørnar Sand¹, Lennart Fransson² 

1Norut Narvik, Norway, 2Luleå University of Technology, Sweden 

Abstract 

The design load levels of Arctic offshore structures are likely to be determined by 

first year sea ice ridges and rubble field. Better understanding of ice rubble will 

help us to determine this design load level accurate enough.  From a set of punch 

shear tests conducted by Heinonen, J. (2004) in the Northern Gulf of Bothnia, a 

punch shear test event is chosen to be simulated.  A continuum model, based on 

an axisymmetric Lagrange element formulation, is employed to simulate the 

behavior of sea ice rubble during the punch shear test. A continuous surface cap 

model (CSCM) based on a combination of elasto-plastic and Continuum Damage 

Mechanics formulation (CDM) is used for the constitutive modelling of ice rubble. 

Material properties such as internal friction angle, cohesion and young’s modulus 

are evaluated by parametric study and related to the experimental load 

displacement curve for the chosen punch shear event. A numerical optimization 

algorithm is used for determining the parameters used for describing the 

continuous surface cap model combined with the coupled elasto-plastic/CDM 

formulation. A special attention has been given to evaluate parameters in 

material model to fit the post peak behaviour of ice rubble in the load 

displacement curve. Comparison of simulation results to experimental results has 

been made.  
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Properties of Broken Ice Obtained from Collision Tests 

Lennart Fransson 

Luleå University of Technology, Sweden 

Abstract 

Compressive strength of ice is higher than normal at impact strain rates which 

leads to high contact pressures and possibly damage on fast moving ship hulls. 

Reaction loads were measured on a vertical steel pipe (diam. 300 mm) mounted 

in front of a tug boat operating in the frequently broken ship channel in Lulea  

harbor. Inelastic collisions without splitting were observed when ice floes of 

different sizes were hit by the steel pipe. Typical collision loads, defined as the 

maximum load sampled at 400 Hz during 1 second, were in the order of 30 kN at 

5 knots and 70 kN at 8 knots. Collision loads were assumed proportional to the 

kinetic energy, i.e. the mass of the ice block multiplied with the velocity squared.  

The relationship between maximum load and kinetic energy has been established 

in a recently published study on large spherical ice hails colliding with a stiff wall. 

Based on that study the load of 70 kN in our tests corresponded to a central hit 

on a 100 kg ice block. The mass distribution of blocks hitting the steel pile was 

lognormal according to these assumptions which also were found in direct 

measurements of visible ice surface area. The most extreme loads were however 

much higher than the load levels in the hail tests. Extrapolation of the load-

energy curve and observations in the channel suggest that the highest measured 

load (500 kN, 8 knots) was caused by impact on an ice block with a weight of 

about 1400 kg.   

Assumptions of plasticity and a linear load-deformation curve resulted in 

possible deformation depths of 20-44 mm and contact pressures at the order of 3

–12 MPa.  The lower value was comparable with the maximum crushing pressure 

when the same steel pipe was pushed into level ice.  The impulse from each ice 

impact on the tug boat was estimated by integrating the load over a short time 

interval before and after the collision. This measured impulse was assumed equal 

to the additional power needed to maintain a constant speed. Resistance from 

multiple ice impacts on ships can thus be calculated from speed, ice mass 

distribution and hull geometry.  
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Ice Ridge Characteristics by Geographic Region 

Denise Sudom, Garry Timco 

National Research Council Canada 

Abstract 

Deformed ice features such as ridges often pose hazards to operations in arctic 

and subarctic waters. In many cases, ice ridges govern the design of offshore 

petroleum exploration and production structures. Ridges also hinder ship 

navigation, and can gouge the seabed and damage subsea installations. Various 

ice ridge characteristics are important for offshore engineering problems, 

including overall dimensions of the deformed ice feature, consolidated layer 

thickness, age of the ridge, and ice strength. While this study concentrates mainly 

on discrete ridges, ridges can also form as part of a larger rubble field or 

hummock field. The present analysis uses over 40 years of field data on the 

morphological characteristics of ice ridges collected by numerous researchers in 

cold regions worldwide. Most data were collected by means of ice drilling and 

manual survey methods, sometimes along with sonar measurements. Ridge 

measurements have been made in arctic regions including the Barents and 

Norwegian Seas, Svalbard waters, Russian Arctic Ocean, Beaufort Sea, and Bering 

and Chukchi Seas. Data have also been collected in temperate regions including 

the Baltic Sea, Sea of Azov, Caspian Sea, Offshore Sakhalin, and Canadian East 

Coast. Ridge thicknesses are investigated, focussing on the differences between 

first-year and old ridges, and considering the effect of grounding. Data on sail 

height and keel depth are examined and relationships between these parameters 

are developed. The findings are evaluated against existing statistics and formulae. 

Ridge length and width are also assessed. A parameter of great importance for 

first-year ridges is the thickness of the consolidated or refrozen layer – it often 

causes a greater load on a structure than the keel. Consolidated layer thickness 

measurements are discussed and compared with those of the level ice 

surrounding the ridge, as well as thickness of broken ice blocks within the ridge. 

Macro-porosity of first-year ridge keels is also examined. The variability in ridge 

parameters is discussed in terms of within a single ridge, within a geographic 

area, and over all regions.  
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Three Years of Measurements of Sea Ice Conditions in the Barents 
Sea and Fram Strait 

Chris Petrich¹, Bjørnar Sand¹, Aniket Patil¹, Rune Nilsen¹, Tore Pettersen¹, 
Victoria Bonath², Knut Espen Solberg³, Ha vard Nyseth³, Arnaud Le Breton³, 
Joachim Amland³, Denise Sudom⁴ 

1Norut Narvik, Norway, 2Luleå University of Technology, Sweden, 3DNV GL, Norway, 
4National Research Council Canada 

Abstract 

While interest in commercial activities in seasonally sea ice covered waters is 

increasing, the presence of sea ice still poses challenges to resource exploration 

and shipping. To address challenges related to sea ice forces and icing, three 

ColdTech expeditions were conducted with support of the Norwegian Coast 

Guard vessel KV Svalbard into the Barents Sea and Fram Strait in the spring of 

2011, 2012, and 2013. Measurements included pressure ridge and ice strength 

characterizations, ice loads on the vessel, energy efficient navigation in sea ice, 

and icing. An overview of results will be presented.  
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 Icing and Performability of Arctic Offshore Production Facilities 

 Study of Atmospheric Ice Accretion on Structures Using CFD Based 

Multiphase Numerical Approach 

 Physical Techniques for Robust Measurement of Icing Parameters 

 A Study of the Changes in Freeboard, Stability and Motion Response of 

Ships and Semi-Submersible Platforms Due to Vessel Icing 

 Application of Self & Mutual Capacitance Techniques for Atmospheric 

Ice Detection & Measurements 

 Design & Manufacturing of Atmospheric Icing Sensor Using a Computer 

Aided Manufacturing Facility 

 Intelligent Anti/Deicing System for Structures in Cold Regions 
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Icing and Performability of Arctic Offshore Production Facilities 

Abbas Barabadi 

UiT, Norway 

Abstract 

Ice accretion affect performability of offshore production facility in various ways 

including repair time, failure rate of mechanical and electrical components, 

power losses, life cycle cost and safety hazard. There is a little study and 

systematically collected information about the impact of ice accretion on 

performability of Arctic offshore production facilities. This paper will discuss the 

effect of different type of ice accretion on the performability of Arctic offshore 

production facilities. Then, to quantify their effect on the production facilities 

performability the icing risk index is developed and illustrate by a case study. 
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Study of Atmospheric Ice Accretion on Structures Using CFD 
Based Multiphase Numerical Approach 

Muhammad Virk, Umair Mughal, Mohamad Y. Mustafa 

Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

Human activities are increasingly extending in high north, where atmospheric 

icing not only creates human inconveniences, but can also cause structural safety 

issues. Various structures such as power network cables, telecommunication 

masts etc. have been damaged or destroyed on numerous occasions due to the 

added mass of ice or an increase in aerodynamic interaction leading to 

unacceptable movements.  The potential for damage to facilities as a result of ice 

accretion is considerable, therefore good knowledge of icing physics as well as 

maximum ice loads are crucial factors for the design of safe structures in cold 

regions. Most investigations of this subject have been performed using either 

ordinary wind tunnel with artificial ice templates attached to the structure or 

icing wind tunnels, but for the last decade or so, the multiphysics numerical 

techniques have begun to play a significant role in simulating the rate and shape 

of atmospheric ice accretion on structures.  

Atmospheric ice accretion is governed by two processes; the impingement of 

super cooled water droplets on the structure's surface and surface 

thermodynamics, which determine which portion of the water impingement 

freezes or, on the other hand, melts previously accreted ice. Computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) based numerical study of atmospheric ice accretion includes the 

computation of the mass flux of icing particles as well as the determination of the 

icing conditions. This can be numerically simulated by means of integrated 

thermo-fluid dynamic models, which require the use of various multiphysics 

based numerical tools in order to obtain the aerodynamics flow field, the particle 

behavior, surface thermodynamics and phase change. This research work 

describes the CFD-based numerical study of rate and shape of atmospheric ice 

accretion on various on-shore structures. Detailed parametric analyses are 

carried out to understand the effect of various operating and geometric 

parameters on the rate and shape of ice accretion on structures. Numerical 

results are also compared with the experimental data to validate and a good 

agreement is found.  
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Physical Techniques for Robust Measurement of Icing Parameters 

Umair Mughal, Muhammad Virk 

Atmospheric Icing Research Team, Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

A robust atmospheric icing sensor was designed using the rotary and capacitive 

physics to adequately measure the icing load, icing rate, ice type and ice 

thickness. The rotary physics have already been experimentally verified to 

measure ice load and icing rate however the capacitive physics have just been 

theoretically verified to measure ice type, ice thickness and icing rate. However 

the necessary condition for experimentally validating the capacitive physics was 

to have uniform and sufficient ice deposition on capacitive plates; this has been 

experimentally verified using the rotary physics. In this paper the design 

perspective of the new atmospheric icing sensor will be discussed.  
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A Study of the Changes in Freeboard, Stability and Motion 
Response of Ships and Semi-Submersible Platforms Due to Vessel 
Icing 

Lise Eide Wold, Ove T. Gudmestad 

University of Stavanger, Norway 

Abstract 

The increasing demand for energy in the world, the decrease in the polar ice cap, 

as well as the diminishing traditional fossil fuel supply, has pushed the oil and gas 

industry to explore and drill for natural resources in the colder climate in the 

north. Vessel icing from both sea-spray icing and atmospheric icing in these 

waters are common and can impact on the safety of a platform or a ship in 

different ways.  

The main objective of this paper is to study the changes of a vessel´s stability, 

freeboard and motion response, as these represent the greatest consequences 

from superstructure icing.  

The paper will also regard other hazardous situations caused by vessel icing such 

as effects on fire and rescue equipment, communication equipment, icing causing 

slippery surfaces, icing making it impossible to see through windows, problems 

with air ventilation and more. 

The three vessels used in the analysis are a supply ship, a drilling ship and a semi

-submersible platform, which all are widely used in the oil and gas industry 

today. The freeboard, stability and motion response analysis are conducted in the 

mathematical program Maplesoft.  

The results are that superstructure icing can change the stability and freeboard of 

a vessel significantly, however there is great difference in the probability of 

loosing a rig or a ship due to this. The smallest ship is most likely to loose its 

freeboard and stability, and the semi-submersible rig is the least likely to 

experience this.  

This implicates that attention to superstructure icing should be paid, and that it is 

important to find solutions to this issue. It is also a situation that is likely to be a 

greater problem with time as the polar ice cap decreases, which can lead to the 

industry moving further north and to increase of the amount of sea-spray icing  
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on offshore structures. 

The conclusion is that superstructure icing can be regarded as a dangerous 

situation for both the personnel working on board and for the vessels stability, as 

it can possibly lead to the loss of an offshore vessel. 
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Application of Self & Mutual Capacitance Techniques for 
Atmospheric Ice Detection & Measurements 

Taimur Rashid, Umair Mughal, Muhammad Virk 

Atmospheric Icing Research Team, Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

Atmospheric ice measurement in the harsh cold climate holds the significant 

value not only for de-icing systems, but also can provide the basis of icing 

correlation analysis for icing predictions. Reliable detection of atmospheric icing 

type and rate has not yet been declared in the published scientific literature. 

Detection and measurement of icing events constraint set of parameters, which 

includes the ability to identify icing with high sensitivity without influencing the 

measured value. The icing physics relates to the significant changes related to 

direct and indirect atmospheric parameters. The dielectric property of ice can be 

utilized to measure the change in property of ice dependent upon the external 

atmospheric conditions such as wind speed, temperature and relative humidity. 

The experimental results of change in capacitance to measurable ranges with the 

ice deposition have shown encouraging signs to utilize the dielectric property of 

ice for measuring icing type and icing rate.   

The design of electrode allowing deposition of ice of different types is critical to 

measure the icing rate and thickness. The two probable techniques to measure 

the said parameters are self and mutual capacitance. The techniques are 

primarily differentiated based on the electrode configuration. The single 

electrode and its multiple scheme implanted on a single surface adheres to 

ground loading influence for the measurement which eventually will attributes to 

the sensitivity of the ice measurement. Both capacitance techniques can be 

employed for effective icing measurement under harsh conditions because of the 

exposed hardware design simplicity and robustness. The tradeoff is to be set 

between the sensitivity and noise rejection to ensure the accurate measurement 

under the constrained set of requirements.  
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Design & Manufacturing of Atmospheric Icing Sensor Using a 
Computer Aided Manufacturing Facility 

Uzair Mughal, Umair Mughal, Muhammad Virk 

Atmospheric Icing Research Team, Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

A prototype for robust atmospheric icing sensor design and testing for 

experimentally verifying the physics of torque loading was manufactured using 

the available computer aided manufacturing resources of Narvik University 

College. Three geometrical shapes hexagon, square and circle were manufactured 

using the 3D prototype machine in order to optimize the design of a robust 

atmospheric icing sensor. These shapes were allowed to withstand static and 

dynamic ice loadings at similar prevailing surrounding at Cryospheric 

Environment Simulator, Japan. Preliminary computational fluid dynamics based 

multiphase analyses were also carried out to optimize the design. This research 

work focuses upon the manufacturing strategy and preliminary analysis of the 

designed icing sensor. 
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Intelligent Anti/Deicing System for Structures in Cold Regions 

Kamran Zaman, Mohamad Y. Mustafa, Umair Mughal, Muhammad Virk 

Atmospheric Icing Research Team, Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

The world’s demand for oil and gas is increasing; which has raised a need to 

explore new areas. This has put the attentions of energy explorer’s towards 

freezing sea beds of arctic regions, where fragile environment together with the 

extreme weather conditions leads to demand for increased technological 

advancements for safe oil and gas explorations. Icing on structures, so far has not 

been considered as a major hindrance by maritime industry, except for small 

vessels, but with the increase in petroleum activities on Norwegian continental 

shelf, icing needs to be taken into consideration seriously, as this can affect not 

only the structural stability and operations, but can also cause major problems 

affecting the personal safety. This research work focus on conceptual/

preliminary designing of an intelligent anti/deicing system for offshore structure. 

The proposed intelligent anti/deicing system consists of one intelligent central 

command unit, one independent sensor unit, one dependent sensor unit and one 

solution unit. The independent unit consists of weather station unit and the 

dependent unit consists of a thermography unit. The output of the intelligent 

central command unit primarily depends on the input of these units. The 

dependent sensor unit ‘thermography sensor unit’ will be dependent on the 

feedback of weather station unit. This unit supplies the output of surface 

temperature to the intelligent central unit which then controls the heating rate of 

the solution unit.  
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Operational Challenges and Experiences in the Sub-Arctic Regions 

Stig Karlstad, Trond Nilsen, Ingvild Nylund 

Northern Research Institute Alta, Norway 

Abstract 

Climatic conditions in the North is challenging with low temperatures, icing of 

vessels, poor visibility, sensitive natural areas, polar lows, uncertain weather and 

darkness. This region is experiencing a strong increase in interest from 

businesses and governments in the development of new possibilities of 

extractive industries. This increases a set of suppliers and sub - suppliers to the 

region. Because of the climatic conditions involves commercial activities in such 

an area greater risks to health and work-life in general. This article asks what 

operational challenges businesses in the North in petroleum , renewable energy 

and construction industry meets in sub-arctic regions. In light of this, it discusses 

key aspects of competiveness in relation to geographical proximity to resources 

in the North. It is conducted 35 interviews with key businesses in the north 

within the three sectors and also document studies of relevant material. The 

results of the study are twofold. The three industries have many of the same 

challenges related to climatic conditions in the Arctic, and the challenges of 

recruiting labor with relevant skills are important challenges for all companies. 

Furthermore, the study shows that while the labor intensive part of the 

petroleum industry struggles with competition from other markets, the industry 

in the North related to maintenance and modification, drilling and well and other 

services, still benefits from geographical proximity in their operations.  
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Enhancing Competitive Competence and Sustainability of 
Manufacturers in Remote High-North Regions of Norway Through 
Holistic Supply Chain Network Design 

Hao Yu, Wei Deng Solvang, Mohamad Y. Mustafa 

Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

To survive in today’s competitive and ever-changing market, manufacturers need 

not only to engage in their products, but aslo to focus on the management of the 

whole supply chain. A typical supply chain includes raw material/component 

supplier, manufacturer, distributor, retailer, and customer (Chopra and Meindl, 

2013). Effectively managing and balancing the profitability and interconnection 

of each player in the supply chain will improve the overall supply chain surplus 

as well as individual profit. Conventionally, the objective of supply chain network 

design is to maximize the overall profit generated through balancing the total 

cost and responsiveness to customer needs. A poor responsiveness to meet the 

customer needs will decrease customer satisfaction, and therefore increase the 

risk of losing sales. In order to achieve high responsiveness to the rapid-changing 

market, a more flexible manufacturing system should be applied, which sacrifices 

economies of scale and results in high production and transportation cost. The 

break-even point which optimizes the overall supply chain performance in terms 

of both cost and responsiveness has been extensively addressed in previous 

studies through bi-objective programming.   

However, for manufacturers in the remote high-north regions, more challenges, 

i.e., inhospitable and extreme climate, absence or poor infrastructure (Brooks 

and Frost, 2012) ,and complicated terrain, make it very difficult to deliver high 

responsive products/services with low cost and impose relatively high risk. 

Besides, environmental issues, i.e., vulnerable eco-environmental system and 

higher sensitivity to greenhouse gas emissions, must be taken into account in the 

decisional process of supply chain network design considering that CO2 

emissions have increased by 25.7% since 1990 in Norway (Statistical yearbook, 

2013). Furthermore, population density in northern parts of Norway is extremely 

low, i.e., 7/km2 in Nordland, 6/km2 in Tromsø, and 2/km2 in Finnmark 

(Statistical yearbook, 2013), hence, the transportation of small amount of raw  
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materials/finished products over very long distance is quite common in this 

sparsely populated area, which dramatically increases the cost of transportation. 

Due to this reason, the supply chain network faces more challenges than those 

which are operated in densely populated areas (Solvang and Hakam, 2010).   

In order to tackle the aforementioned problems, we aim in our study to develop a 

theoritical mult-objective framework for holistic supply chain network design to 

enhance both competitive competence and sustainability of manufacturers in 

remote high-north regions of Norway. The theoretical framework aims to 

maximize the overall supply chain performance including cost, responsiveness, 

risk, and greenhouse gas emissions, and it also defines the input parameters and 

output decision variables. In addition, the adopted methodology for model 

formulation is based on mixed integer programming (MIP), furthermore, the 

detailed formulas of different objectives including cost, responsiveness, risk, and 

greenhouse gas emissions, as well as the solution algorithm will be given in the 

subsequent research.  
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Networks, Research and Development for Sustainable Vessel 
Operations in Ice-Covered Waters Based in Northern Norway 

Chris Petrich¹, Tor Husjord² 

1Norut Narvik, Norway, 2Maritimt Forum Nord, Norway 

Abstract 

Operations in polar waters are subject to particular safety risk and 

environmental challenges. Some of these challenges are addressed in networks, 

research and development programs based in northern Norway. Currently, 

operations in ice-covered waters are addressed in three programs that include 

stakeholders in industry, interest groups and research institutes with circum-

Arctic partnerships. Tight interconnection and exchange of ideas is exemplified 

by partners participating across several programs. Arktisk maritim klynge (AMK) 

is a network with strong industry participation to develop and implement 

equipment, design, and processes for arctic maritime operations. The network on 

Safe and Economic Operations in Seasonally Sea Ice-Covered Waters (OpSIce) is a 

circum-Arctic partnership to promote exchange and cooperation between 

research and industry at regional, national, and international scale. It focusses on 

the development of longer-term applied research projects. ColdTech is an 

international, industry co-sponsored research program based in north Norway 

working toward the development of sustainable cold climate technologies, 

including technologies relevant to arctic shipping. The value of approach, scope 

and potential of these programs will be presented. 
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Biofilter Plantation Technology for Oil Spill Clean-Up in the Arctic 
Coastal Waters 

Masoud Naseri¹, Abbas Barabadi¹, Javad Barabady¹, Grigorii Voskoboynikov² 

1UiT, Norway, 2Murmansk Marine Biological Institute (MMBI), Russian Federation 

Abstract 

With the increase of oil and gas activities in the Arctic offshore, oil spills and their 

impacts on the ecologically sensitive environment of the Arctic are becoming a 

major concern. Due to the various technological complexities and cost 

considerations it is not practical to prevent all the failures that could lead to an 

oil spill. Some other barriers are then required to decrease the severity of the 

negative impacts of oil spills on the human health and environment. Therefore, 

some economically beneficial and environmentally friendly technologies must be 

planned and implemented to contain and remove the spilt oil and its adverse 

environmental impacts. Among different methods, biological treatment of 

hydrocarbon-contaminated waters is environmentally preferable, especially for 

frequent and small-scale oil spills near the shorelines and coastline waters. 

However, since the treatment rate of biological methods is relatively slow, some 

modifications need be applied to such techniques in order to increase their clean-

up efficiency.  

In this study, an engineered clean-up technique is introduced to decontaminate 

hydrocarbon-polluted waters in the Arctic coastlines. This system is mainly based 

on the ability of brown algae to biodegrade the molecules of spilt oil in an 

aqueous phase. Several field tests were designed and implemented in Dalnie 

Zelentsy, located in the Southern Russian Barents Sea, to demonstrate the 

applicability of such system.   

The results of the pilot tests and laboratory experiments showed that this system 

is efficient and applicable for clean-up of small-scale oil spills, especially for calm 

coastal waters, or cases where the other clean-up methods are not applicable. 

The quantity of oil that can be degraded by this technique varies based on 

various factors, including the quantity of used algae, ambient temperature, and 

containment performance of the system.   

Moreover, the results of the field tests showed that both the performance and 

efficiency of this technique are vulnerable to the severe climatic conditions of the  
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Arctic regions, such as low temperature, strong winds, and high waves. Such 

conditions and their impacts on the system performance need to be taken into 

consideration in the design and operation phases. For this aim, a preliminary risk 

assessment is conducted to identify the weaknesses of the system and the effects 

of operational conditions on various parts of the system. Finally, a number of 

preventive/corrective measures are proposed to reduce the system-associated 

risks. Among various parameters, it was found that winds, waves, and currents 

have the most adverse effects on the system performance. A number of 

preventive measures such as combining this system with booms, widening the 

structure’s nets, and adding vertical strands to the system, are then proposed to 

improve the performance of this clean-up technique.  
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Studies of Oil Encapsulation and Entrainment in Sea Ice 

Chris Petrich, Ross Wakelin 

Norut Narvik, Norway 

Abstract 

Oil reaching the underside of sea ice after a blow-out is able to spread laterally, 

governed by buoyancy and surface tension, under-ice topography, and currents. 

However, the possibility of lateral spread and the direct contact with the ocean 

are inhibited once oil begins to get encapsulated by the advancing ice front. 

Encapsulation removes oil largely from the environment, influencing risk 

management strategies. In spite of the potential importance of this process, there 

is a lack of models describing this process. Laboratory experiments were 

performed to investigate the early stages of the encapsulation process. 

Encapsulation appeared to be governed by common thermodynamic and fluid 

dynamic principles. No indications were found that crystal alignment would need 

to be considered explicitly to describe encapsulation numerically.  

A fraction of oil is known to get entrained directly into the interstitial pore space 

of the bottom-most centimeters of sea ice, increasing the holding capacity of the 

ice above estimates from bottom topography alone. A range of sea ice core data 

were used to assess the potential volume of entrained oil. It was found that 

entrainment could contribute significantly to the removal of oil from the ocean 

environment prior to melt in spring.  
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Innovative Heating Solutions for Arctic Climate 

Steinar Os 

HeatWork AS, Norway 

Abstract 

Demands for industrial heating and concreting in cold climates drive the 

development of innovative solutions. We will present the current impact of the 

HeatWork solution in a wide area of applications, the development of novel 

technological solutions (e.g. jointly with ColdTech), and challenges that will need 

to be addressed. 
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Artificial Thawing of Seasonally Frozen Ground 

Svein-Erik Sveen, Thanh Nguyen Hung 

Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

Artificial or enhanced thawing of frozen ground based on hydronic heat is a 

relatively new method utilized for accessing pipelines and establishing 

foundations during winter in cold regions. This study explains how the method 

works in practice and examines its efficiency when used to thaw various types of 

homogenous soils. The results are based on in-situ experiments during winter, 

conducted at a full-scale frozen ground laboratory located in Narvik, Norway. The 

resulting temperature profiles and thaw rates for coarse gravel, well-graded sand 

and silty sand are presented – along with the thawing efficiencies for each type. 
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Winter Casting of Power Mast Rock Foundations 

Chris Petrich, Ba rd Arntsen, Irina Sæther 

Norut Narvik, Norway 

Abstract 

The presentation will present results from the development and testing of a new 

concept for winter casting of rock foundations for power masts. The concept 

which utilizes newly developed heating technology from Heatwork, makes it 

possible to anchor rock bolts with cement grouting under controlled temperature 

conditions in cases where the initial rock and air temperature are very low 

(below -10°C). Through the full-scale tests and subsequent numerical simulations 

a demonstration is given on how to achieve full control of both anchoring of rock 

bolts and casting of relatively small volumes of concrete in temperatures below 

that go below -10°C.  
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Energy Performance of Highly Insulated Canadian Wood-Frame 
Wall Systems Using VIP 

Michael Swinton¹, Wahid Maref¹, Phalguni Mukhopadhyaya¹, Rock Glazer¹, Anil 
Parekh² 

1National Research Council Canada, 2Natural Resources Canada 

Abstract 

Despite recent advances in highly performing residential wall systems that are 

technically feasible and can reduce heat loss by about one half, most current 

construction in Canada still meets building energy code minimums by using 

conventional 38 x 140 mm wood stud wall constructions with conventional 

insulations.  The objective was to address several barriers to the adaptation of 

new envelope systems for residential wood frame wall construction and retrofit 

using vacuum insulation panels (VIP). Some technical barriers that were 

addressed include lack of information on material durability, buildability, cost 

and wall system thermal performance measured in the laboratory and in the 

field.  

The National Research Council of Canada in partnership with Natural Resources 

Canada and several stakeholders undertook this multi-year project to address 

the performance of advanced thermal insulation materials integrated into wall 

assemblies that are adapted for Canadian wood frame construction.  The project 

included development of concept designs, R-value quantification of example full-

scale wall specimens in the laboratory and in the field. The field performance 

assessments took place in Ottawa, Canada and in one of Canada’s northern 

territories – Yukon Territory. The thermal performance of different high R-value 

wall systems was quantified for new wall construction and wall retrofit 

strategies using vacuum insulation panels (VIP).  Construction costs were also 

analyzed for VIP wall systems and compared to construction costs of traditional 

Canadian wall systems for houses.  
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Performance of a Low Energy Concrete House 

Ba rd Arntsen¹, Ove Lorentzen² 

1Norut Narvik, Norway, 2DAPA AS, Norway 

Abstract 

The presentation will focus on presenting results from a single family concrete 

house built Svolvær Lofoten. Results from measurements performed during 

construction and during a 2 year instrumentation period will represented.  
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Low Energy Concrete Building - A Case Study 

Kim Dahl¹, Ba rd Arntsen² 

1Ramboll, Norway, 2Norut Narvik, Norway 

Abstract 

The presentation focuses on investigating the possibility of using concrete as the 

main construction element in a building envelope of a low energy building. The 

presentation gives a description of a concept developed by Norut in cooperation 

with B&E senteret. Earlier studies have shpwn that the binders through the 

insulation layers reduces the energy performance of the concrete elements. By 

arranging the constructive and insulating layers into separate homogenous 

layers, the energy performance becomes less sensitive regarding the binders. The 

concept presented in this report describes an insulated concrete element covered 

by a thermal bridge free insulation layer. The presentation also presents the 

results from simulation of the energy performance of an apartment building 

designed for very low energy demand. The results from the simulations shows 

that near passive house level is feasible for this concept. The building has not 

been built yet so a validation of the simulations has not been possible. The 

concept gives a very robust construction that breathes and doesn’t need any 

moisturebarrier. The air tightness is very high without any extra effort. It is also 

expected that by having all the concrete on the inside of the insulation, the 

thermal mass will provide high and stable indoor thermal comfort both in winter 

and in summer.  
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Replacing Spacers and Lattice Girders with CFRP 

Gabriel Sas¹, Ba rd Arntsen¹, Cosmin Daescu² 

1Norut Narvik, Norway, 2Politehninca Univeristy of Timisoara, Romania 

Abstract 

The presentation focus on the U-value of a Con-Form concrete wall, and how it is 

influenced by varying some of the structural and material properties. Specifically, 

the influence of the following parameters are analyzed: thickness of the 

insulation (di), thermal conductivity of the insulation (λi), thermal conductivity of 

the concrete (λc), number of mechanical fasteners per m2 (nf), cross-sectional 

area of the fasteners (Af) and thermal conductivity of the fasteners (λf).  

The parameters are varied individually from a reference case. The U-values that 

are achieved in the variation analysis are compared to the passive house 

requirements. The report concludes that it is possible to achieve the passive 

house requirements by replacing the steel mechanical fasteners with fasteners of 

a composite material with very low thermal conductivity.  

The second part therefore presents the the possibility to replace the spacers, 

lattice girders and lifting loops made out of regular steel with the ones made out 

of glass fibre reinforced polymers (GFRP). The goal of the design procedure was 

to obtain an equivalent strength for the GFRP bars but not exceeding the 

diameter of the existing steel reinforcement.  

The capacity of the GFRP transportation loops are evaluated based on the 

strength equivalence criteria. The loads to be carried out by the transportation 

loops are determined for the largest Con-Form wall element (3mx7.4mx400mm). 

The resulting stresses are verified with linear elastic finite element analysis. 

These results are valid for smaller walls but not larger.  
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Intelligent Heat Energy Distribution System for Enclosed 
Structures in Cold Climate 

Kamran Zaman, Mohamad Y. Mustafa, Rajnish K. Calay, Bjørn R. Sørensen 

Department of Technology, Narvik University College Norway 

Abstract 

In cold climate such as in northern Norway the energy consumption for enclosed 

working areas is largely due to maintaining thermal comfort and to provide for 

hot water requirements.  Therefore, in order to reduce overall energy 

consumption in a building, it is essential that efficiency of space heating and 

water heating system is maximized.  

The paper is aimed at studying the various heating systems for enclosed 

structures and investigates options to obtain maximum performance and 

minimum energy consumption. It has been observed that hot water boilers do 

not always operate on design capacity. This is due to variations in daily demand 

during a day due to occupants’ behavior and annual demand due to changes in 

weather conditions. It is proposed that a supply network can be created 

incorporating existing heating systems in adjacent buildings to develop a system 

that synchronizes supply and demand.  The target is that the integrated system 

operates at its design capacity at most times to achieve maximum efficiency.  An 

analytical model will be developed to simulate the variations in energy demand 

and options of integrating a number of boilers to meet that demand.  Model will 

incorporate a GUI (graphical user interface) and a number of different demand 

scenarios will be simulated to establish the best solution for each demand 

pattern.  A control strategy will also be developed so that the best option is 

chosen by the system at any point in time. 
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ColdTech - Sustainable Cold Climate Technology 

Chris Petrich1, Mohamad Y. Mustafa2, Bjørnar Sand1, Muhammad S. Virk2, Ba rd 
Arntsen1, Trond Nilsen3 

1Norut Narvik, Norway, 2Narvik University College, Norway, 3Norut Alta, Norway  

Abstract 

ColdTech aims to support sustainable, knowledge-based economic development 

in northern Norway. It is supported by the Research Council of Norway 

NORDSATSING program through the Ministry of Local Government and 

Modernisation (KMD, formals KRD), and by 11 industry partners. In order to 

create innovative solution and sustained value creation in the North, ColdTech 

builds competence through partnerships between the research and development 

(R&D) sector and industry, develops networks, and engages in high profile 

research and in education. Focus areas of ColdTech are: wind protection and 

winterization, ice mechanics, icing, strategies for economic development in the 

North, and application of research knowledge to technological solutions in cold 

climates. An overview of ColdTech and future work will be given and scope and 

strategy will be discussed.  
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Atmospheric Icing & Sensors - An Overview of Ongoing Research 
Activities in ColdTech - RT3 Project 

Muhammad Virk 

Atmospheric Icing Research Team, Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

The capacity and ability to execute atmospheric icing & sensors related research 

activities is of vital importance for the safe industrial operations in the high 

north.   Due to large undiscovered natural resources in cold regions, human 

activities are increasingly being extending, where atmospheric icing on 

structures is becoming a key factor, when planning infrastructures due to its 

huge economic consequences. The vision of ColdTech RT3 project (Atmospheric 

icing & Sensor) is to establish a competence platform for better understanding of 

atmospheric icing physics and the development of improved, safe and 

environmental friendly  infrastructures for both onshore and offshore activities 

in high north. ColdTech- RT3 is being managed/conducted by atmospheric icing 

research team of Narvik University College (NUC) in collaboration with Det 

Norsk Veritas (DNV), where the research activities has been mainly focused on 

the field measurements of atmospheric icing on structures, design and 

development of icing sensor & numerical modeling of atmospheric icing on 

structures. The objective of this research paper is to provide an overview of 

ongoing research activities related to atmospheric icing & sensors in ColdTech-

RT3 project. 
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ColdTech 

Weather Protection Design and Performance Research within 
ColdTech - RT1 Project 

Mohamad Y. Mustafa 

Narvik University College, Norway 

Abstract 

Winterization of industrial constructions is crucial for obtaining the necessary 

operational reliability for production in cold climate and to ensure that design of 

the installation promotes quality, safety and health, with respect to the outdoor 

working environment, during the operational phase. Constructional closure of 

platforms/rigs provides efficient protection from wind chill, snow and hard 

winds, however, sufficient and emergency ventilation has to be maintained and 

there is a risk of clogging the apertures of ventilation panels due to icing. 

Furthermore, interaction between wind and structure could result in noise, 

vibration and can limit lighting and visibility within the structure, which could 

result in undesirable hazards and consequences. ColdTech research task 1 is 

concerned with the investigation of wind shielding effects from windbreaks and 

porous panels. The research task includes full size and scaled experimental 

measurements of flow properties around various selected windbreaks and panels 

in wind tunnel and field setups, supplied by fine scale numerical analysis and 

aims to provide necessary experimental data for theoretical analysis, numerical 

modelling and verification of numerical models. It also aims at providing input 

data for Wind Chill analysis related to shielded or semi open working 

environments, which will deliver input for petroleum and ISO standardization 

work. This research task is led by researchers from Narvik University College in 

collaboration with industrial partner IKM dsc engineering AS, a well-known 

supplier of wind shielding panels to the petroleum industry. In this work, an 

overview of ongoing research related to weather protection design and 

performance within ColdTech is presented. 
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